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An army in
transition

Students sick of
damaging cuts

Fort !tWin offers
.
.
untque expertence

CSU community rallies at Long Beach
Michael lannolo
Staff Writer

Ken Dillard
Managing Editor

T

F
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classroom facilities. We are taking
this step to ensure the academic
quality of the institution."
This decision comes only two
days after the Board of Trustees
meeting in which the California
Faculty Association (CFA) promoted their theme "cuts have consequences" to Reed and his
administration.
Nearly 500 students, staff and
faculty gathered in Long Beach to
share stories of how CSU budget
cuts have affected their lives.
As business was conducted inside, CSU community members descended upon Reed's office patio to
also
protest
Gov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger's proposed $66
million. mid-year budget cut.
Both groups listened as individuals gave personal accounts of
how the recent budget cuts have
crippled the CSU's quality of edu-

he sunlight filtering
or the first time in its
through the vehicle's
history, the CSU has
declared a system-wide
six-inch-thick
wincut back of enrollment for next
dows cast beams of dust-heavy
gold on a young U.S. soldier's face.
year, effecting up to I 0,000 stuHis steady gaze scans the arid
dents.
A Nov. 20 CSU press release
terrain for any sign of enemies or
their handiwork- the improvised
cites the cutbacks as a response to
California's worsening fiscal crisis.
explosive devices (IEDs) that have
The 2009- 10 school year will
killed or maimed so many of his
be the second consecutive year that
brethren.
Standing on a platform in the Systemwide impaction will block thousands of students' access to education (Ken Dilla rd/Chronicle).
the CSU receives no funding for enmiddle of the vehicle, another solrollment growth, according to CSU
officials.
dier, this one a gunner, keeps his
eyes on the road ahead, trigger-fin"Because the state is unable to
ger at the ready.
provide the resources needed to
Scenes like this one have been
fully fund demand, we are forced to
playing out in at least two Middlemake this difficult decision ," CSU
Eastern countries for years now, but
Chancellor Charles B. Reed said.
this particular scene is different.
"We cannot admit students if we are
These soldiers are equipped
unable to provide adequate classes
with special sensors around their
or instruction, support services or Continued on Pg. 1
,heads and torsos. Their guns c~
electronic equipment modifYing lhe Lauren Padia
and transfer students admitted into pecially because CSUSB has had a
'
business end.
CSUSB, as well as into the entire 39 percent increase in applications
Copy EditorjStaff Writer
These soldiers are not in Iraq
CSU system.
for the winter quarter.
or Afghanistan. They are readying
urrent students may
Recent reports show that freshAn undergraduate major or
• $2.87 billion left over
CSU's needed funds
for deployment at the National
meet a frustrating fate campus is designated as impacted men applications have risen apTraining Center (NTC) at Fort
with possible pro- when the number of applications re- proximately 20 percent throughout
Irwin, just outside Barstow, CA.
longed graduation times looming in ceived from fully qualified appli- the CSU system.
$31.3 million oneChronicle staff had an oppor- the not-too distant future.
A possible explanation for the
cants during the initial admission
time reduction
The California State University application f~fng period exceeds disparity between the application
tunity to spend two days embedded
CSU's 2008-09 budget
in the NTC with about 3,500 troops. (CSU) Board of Trustees met on the number of available space, ac- increase at CSUSB and the entire
Proposed $66.3
The undertaking at Fort Irwin Wed., Nov. 19 and declared a sys- cording .to the CSU website.
system may be because some
million mid-year cut
is huge. The massive parcel of land tem-wide impaction, meaning thouIncoming freshmen and .trans- CSUSB applicants have been destretches as far as the eye can see in sands of qualified applicants will be fer students, current resident and nied admittance to other schools,
2.7 2.8 2.9 3 3.1 3.2 ·3.3
any direction, ending at abrupt denied admittance to the CSU this non-resident students are all prone according to Dr. Robert McGowan,
Billions ($)
crags of rock that simulate the inac- year.
to the backlash of the recent budget CSUSB associate vice president C>f
cessible mountains of Afghanistan.
This means that there will be and enrollment cuts.
· enrollment services.
The huge parcel is divided into an enrollment decrease, which will
The decision to limit admit"Or they could be students that The 2009-10 school year will not r eceive funding for enrollment
three provinces. Actual Afghan na- result in fewer incoming freshmen tance has come at a tough time, es- Continued on Pg. 1
growth (Michael lannolo/C hronicle).
tionals populate .several villages of
varying s ize and level of detail.
These civilians are trained to interact with American soldiers in realistic ways.
The primary theme of the training at the NTC is cooperation with
'five hazards that the city zones for: the volume had been 3.5 dwellings
Albe rt Saba te
local leaders in Afghanistan, acearthquake, fire, flooding, liquefac- per acre. Meek felt that 3.5 was too
Staff Writer
cording to deputy brigade comtion and landslides," Meek said.
dense considering the hazards.
mander Lt. Col. Stephen Hughes.
The project, by Inland Comhe controversial Uni"What really pisses me off is
In Afghanistan, Hughes said, the
versity Hills develop- munities Corp., was previously . that the dwelling density has been
rugged, mountainous terrain leads
ment project has been ]plown as the Paradise Hills devel- increased to up to 20 dwellings per •
directly to isolation and poverty for
unanimously approved by the San opment and was
Meek
acre,"
large numbers of Afghans.
Bernardino City Council.
approved by the
said. "It's very
... the area has many dangerous."
Because their government does
A total of980 dwellings will be City Council in
not provide them with the infrabuilt in the foothills northeast of 1993. That plan environmental risk
At the
structure and aid they need, these
CSUSB, in an area that has many included
504
City
Council
factors ...
Afghanis often look for support
environmental risk factors.
dwellings.
meeting, CSUSB's
from the marauding bands of TalThe Council voted 7-0 for the
The
new
Vice President
iban insurgents who travel back and
development on Monday, Nov. 17. plan reinstates University Hills, has David DeMauro spoke in support
forth across the nearby border of
" It is unfortunate," CSUSB almost doubled the number of of the project.
Pakistan.
professor Norman Meek said.
dwellings, and has concentrated
Inland Communities Corp., the
By forging positive relationMeek has been against the de- them in the "less hazardous" south- designer of University Hills, doships w ith and providing aid to
veloping in that area since he got to em part of the area, according to nated 235 acres of land to CSUSB
these struggling Afghans, Hughes The project is seen as hazardous since it' s surrounded by risky envi- CSUSB about 20 years ago.
Meek.
in Sept. 2008. CSUSB plans to use
ronmental
factors
(Courtesy
of
Norman
M
eeks,
CSUSB
professor).
"The
area
is
mapped
for
all
Previously, in Para.dise Hills, Continued on Pg. 1
Continued on Pg. 1
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:reach for your wallet
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SUSB students will
need to say "cheese"
'/ and reach for th~ir
;wallets if they run the red light at
;the intersection of North University
:Parkway and West Kendall Drive.
It's a $408 photo opportunity.
An intersection that sees much
of the university's traffic, may be.come expensive for students and a
'profit center for San Bernardino
County.
:
When enforcement begins next
;month at the intersection, violators
.will be fined $408 for first-time offenders. Plan to pay more for your
second photo.
CSUSB students, faculty· and
staff are being officially warned by
the San Bernardino County Police
Department regarding the new, redlight photo-enforced intersection.
On Nov: 14, 2008 the San
.Bernardino Police Department issued a 30-day warning to the comir).unity. Within this 30-day period,
viQlators who run red lights at such
intersections will be issued a warning ticket.
Red-light running is one of the
most serious traffic problems facing
Sap Bernardino residents, according to the San Bernardino County
website.
Nationally, red-light running is
a significant problem.
. In 2000, 106,000 crashes,
89,000 injuries and 1,036 deaths
were attributed to running red
lights. These crash types tend to be
among the most common and dangerous, according to the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety.

C

San Bernardino will be increasing the amount of photo enforced intersections from the
existing four. to 11.
The reason for the amped-up
enforcement at these 11 intersections is because the local government lacks sufficient resources to
adequately enforce traffic signal
laws without photo red-light enforcement, according to the city's
website.
The traffic-enforced photos in- .
elude images of the date and time
of the violation, intersection location, speed of the vehicle, elapsed
time between when the light turrted
red and when the vehicle entered
the intersection, as well as a photo
of the front and rear of the vehicle,
according to the San Bernardino
Police Department.
A violation is reviewed by an
officer before a citation is issued.
The computers monitor the
traffic signal and the camera triggers. If a car sets off a trigger when
the light is red, the computer takes
two pictures to document tbe violation.
The first picture shows the car
just on the edge of the intersection.
The second shows the car in the
middle of the intersection, according to howstuffwdrks.com.
Twenty-two percent of all traffic accidents in the United States
are caused by drivers running red
lights.
Every year, these accidents kill
some 800 people and rack up an estimated $7 billion dollars in property damage, medical bills, lost
productivity and insurance hikes,
according to the Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety.
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Parking violations are up significantly (Greg McKinley/Chronicle).

Parking tickets boom
Greg McKinley
Staff Writer

C

SUSB parking tickets
have jumped 256 per:; cent from July through
Oct. 2007 compared to the same period in 2008, according to Parking
Services.
From July through Oct. 2008,
there were 2,866 tickets issued for a
total revenue of$1 07,250.
In comparison to the same period in 2007, the number of tickets
issued was 805 for a total revenue
of$27,050.
That's a 296 percent increase in
the amount of money generated
from parking tickets.
According

the Parking
I i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ toServices
Direc-

Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
Online Editor
News Editor
Campus News Editor
A&EEditor
Health & Science Editor
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Copy Editor
Copy Editor

~

~

"'0
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:Garret Tedesco
;staff Writer

u

ing Services building behind Pfau
library--either the license-plate
number, citation number or registered owners name will be required.
Students can contest any ticket
they receive at the Parking.&rvices
building. The processpvolves filling out a form expla\ning the reasons for contesting the ticket. A $10
administrative fee will be charged
unless the ticket was issued due to
an officer's error.
Ticketed students with financial difficulty can also try to work
out a payment plan at the Parking
Service& building with Kevin Curtis. Most plans involve the student
paying half the fees up front and the
rest before the end of the quarter.
If a ve-

Parking tickets
have jumped 256
P,ercen t.

Continued:

hicle has had five
or more tickets
for more than 21

tor,
Quentin
Moses, the in·
days,
Parking
crease in tickets .,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., Services may put
issued is due to ....,
a boot on the vean increase in parking officers from hicle and give the owner 24 hours
five to 18 and the use o f computer- to work out a payment plan~ After
ized ticket writers.
24 hours the vehicle may be towed
The number of parking permits and stored at the owner's expense.
purchased haj decreased for the fall
If a parking ticket is not paid
quarter over last year despite an in- within 21 days after it's been issued,
crease/ (n students attend ing a letter will be mailed to the regisCSUSB.
tered owner.
Parking permits are required
If the ticket is not paid within
for any vehicle to park on campus. 42 days, a late fee of $40 will be
Quarterly permits cost $84, which added and it will be sent to the
averages $1 0 a week.
DMV, a hold will be placed on the
Parking tickets can be paid for student's record.
in cash, check or credit card at the
Parking services is financed by
Bursar's office--the citation number the revenue of parking permits. By
will be required. Tickets can also be law, revenue from tickets is repaid with cash or check at the Park- quired to go to Commuter Services.

Fort Irwin

cation.
Among the staff speakers was
Gary Ivey, a recently laid-off scien. tific equipment technician at CSU
Bakersfield.
"[Students] do not have access
to current scientific equipment for
science lab classes," lvey ~aid.
"California needs more scientists
and nurses and other health professionals who are well trained and up
to date. Cutting back in the sciences
is bad for our students, bad for Bakersfield where I live, and bad for
California."
CSU East Bay senior Sherri
Canedo discussed the affects that
class shortages - now widespread
through the CSU system -have had
on her schedule.
" I was supposed to graduate in
May," Canedo said. "But now I am
forced to stay until at least next fall
when, hopefully, the classes I need
will be offered. But there are no
guarantees."
In response to these and other
similar stories, CFA President Lillian Taiz called on Schwarzenegger
to retract his additional proposed
budget cuts to the CSU system.
"The governor is slamming
shut the door on the promise of a
quality higher education for an entire generation of students," Taiz
said. "This is absolutely. unacceptable for California families. This
will have devastating effects on
California's economy."
Chancellor Reed also believes
that quality of education will be affected if the CSU system continues
to have such budget issues.
"We cannot continue to admit

turning to a base, soldiers will be
working· more from smaller outposts, receiving supplies from helicopter drops.
Soldiers have received more
training in emergency medical
skills because a helicopter may not
be able to evacuate a seriously inj~d soldier for an hour, Absalon
said.

students if we do not receive adequate funding from the state to support such enrollment," Reed said.
"The quality of all students' education will be degraded by the chronic
combination ofunder-funding and
over-enrollment."
Taiz has sent a letter to Gov.
Schwarzenegger opposing his
planned $66 million mid-year
budget cut. In the letter, Taiz argues
that the $246.3 million hole that the
Governor's budget has put the CSU
system in is hard enough to climb
out of without the additional damage of a mid-year cut.
She also encourages anybody
who lias been strained by the CSU
budget cuts to email his or her sto.
ries to cutshaveconsequences@calfac.org.
The CFA will be compiling
these stories to depict to administrators, lawmakers and media outlets to demonstrate the severity of
budget cuts on higher education.

The Army is sensitive to how
the change in administration will
affect their deployments.
President-elect Barack Obarna
has said he will i1mnediately begin
a phased withdrawal oi.twops .from.
Iraq and redeploy many of them
into Afghanistan.
According to Army spokesperson Etric Smith, Fort Irwin commander Brig. Gen. Dana Pittard is
interested in shifting the majority of
the NTC's training to Afghan scenarios as opposed to scenarios fo
cusing on conditions in Iraq.
Pittard is also committed to expanding the Army's use of renewable energy, Smith said. Several of
the training center's tactical operating centers (TOCs), large tents full
of computers running GPS software, run on solar panels and wind
turbines.
Pittard's goal is to have the entire operation off the grid within
two years, according to Smith.

said, our soldiers can reduce or
eliminate Afghan dependence on
the Taliban.
As much as the military objectives shifted, the tactical training '
the soldiers receive has also
changed.
"The NTC used to be very
much tank-on-tank, conventional
battle," 2nd Lt. Jacob Absalon said.
"They've remodeled it all. The mission running now is going into the
city, meeting with the leaders·, sitting down, talking with them ...
and learning how the U.S. Army
can partner with the Afghan Army
to help build infrastructure."
In Afghanistan, Absalon said,
conditions are hugely different
from the mostly urban warfare in
Iraq.
The terrain and isolation in
Afghanistan make it necessary for
troops to operate more independently. Instead of patrolling and re-

The primary theme
... is cooperation
with local leaders...

Continued:

Systemwide impaction declared.
missed the earlier filing period at is due to demographic growth in the
"If we do admit additional stuother universities," McGowan said. .Inland Empire," McGowan said. dents without additional resources,
"But it also has to do with the "Another part is the budget cut, there could be a larger student-toefficacy of student recruitment, which
has
faculty ratio and
which has become more sophisti- sparked anxiety
the quality of edcated," McGowen added.
and is related to
ucation will sufHeightened demand for higher rumors of the
fer," McGowan
education can be attributed to a doors closing,
said.
number of things.
which has accelThe re"When the economy is bad, erated the rate of
cent CSU budget
people go back to school and that applicants."
W!!J!I!!!!II!IJII!!l!l!!lll!!ll!!ll!!![ll!lll!llllll!!l!•' cuts have been a
has historically been the case," AsAdmitting
large factor in
sistant Vice President of Public Af- more students than the state can af- the enrollment opportunities.
fairs Sid Robinson said.
ford to fund has direct effects on
Funds from the state have de"Part of the increased demand students already enrolled.
creased, which means that admit-

Thousands of
students will be
denied entrance.

ting a larger number of students
will decrease some opportunities
for current students.
"It's too early to say in any definitive way, but I think there will
be a number of consequences, such
as fewer classes and offered less
frequently. This will prolong graduation, when what we want is tq accelerate graduation," McGo't'an
said.

CLASSIFIEDS
Apartments for Rent

Continued:

Development labeled hazardous
the land for education and research,
according to released news reports.
"Inland Communities will give
four acres for up to 60 units dedicated to faculty and staff housing,"
DeMauro pointed out.
"Notice they call it 'faculty
housing' and not 'administration
housing,"' Meek said, who likens
the developing to "building your
house in the crater of a volcano."
"There are three fault lines, as

well as a high chance of fires,
flooding and landslides in that
area," Meek said.
"I think those are legitimate
concerns," DeMauro said.
But the documents have provided mitigation measures in consideration of the concerns such as
requiring fire sprinklers, DeMauro
explained.
"In a hundred-year period
somebody is going to die on that

site as a result of a natural disaster.
Many people are going to lose their
homes and wonder how the city allowed that kind of housing in that
kind of location," Meek said.
"There are numerous developments in the Inland Empire similar
to this one that are approved without any regard for the hazards,"
Meek mentioned.
"There is just too much money
involved," Meek said.

Cooper Canyon Apartments
1 bedroom, 1 bath starting at
$680.00; 2 bedroom, 2 bath
starting at $880.00. Ask about
the $99 Move-In special
(909) 881-0814, (951) 3235017. 1525 E. Lynwood Dr.
San Bernardino, CA 92404
All completely remodeled
apartments l Laundry facilities onsite, gated community,
and maintained swimming
pool. Locally owned by
CSUSB Alumni.
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Steps to passing your finals

't1JT€S!

Maricela Miguel
Staff Writer
ith final exams
right around the
comer, it is that
time again when students pile up
the books, lecture notes, writing
utensils, and, for some students,
cups of coffee and cans of energy
drinks to pull the all-too-famous
"all nighter."
This, however, may not be the
best strategy for acing fmal exams.
There are things that students can
do to avoid the stress that comes
with final exam season by following some simple studying tips.
Psychology major and mentor
for the Faculty Student Mentoring
Program (FSMP), Christina Perozo
gives her top five studying tips. Ask
a professor for what is expected on
the exam, review old exams,
quizzes, and notes, and create
quizzes on material that will be on
the exam.
Don't cram on an exam by

W

studying a little each day, and make
sure to get a good night's sleep to
be rested and ready to take the
exam.
Nursing major Virginia Mall
donado also recommends five steps
to acing the final exams.
Maldonado
recommends
studying with a study guide, using
flashcards, studying in a group and
reading only information that is
confusing and not the information
that is already known. Finally,
study with the radio on.
Psychology major and mentor
for FSMP Vicky Rusell also has her
top five studying tips.
She includes budgeting time
by studying in advance and splitting
studying into daily tasks.
Secondly, it is important to
study with a group or partner by
splitting up a study guide and making copies to give to a partner. This
will make the task of looking for
answers less time consuming and
will leave more time for the actual
studying.

Thirdly, she recommend sending an e-mail to a professor or visiting during his office hours to go
over any study guide questions that
you can't find answers to, or don't
fully understand. She recommends
studying in a quiet place to avoid
distracti'ons and retain information
better.
Just like Perozo, Maldonado
and ,Russell, many students may
have their own top five list of study
tips. However, not all study tips are
for everyone.
The Learning Center, located
in University Hall, where appointments can be made with tutors who
can give you study tips. ·w ith the
availability of the Internet, it is also
easier than ever to get tips on how
to study best
In fact, studying tips arc so
widespread that finding information
should be the least of a student's
worries. The important thing is to
do the research .
Consequently, that only leaves
finding the right place to.study.

Among some of the popular
places for studying on campus is
... ···· ·
the Pfau Library, the Santos Manuel
Student Union and organizations on
........ ........
campus even designate study places
. . ······
for students to study for final
exams.
As an example, Latino Business Student Association (LBSA)
will host "LBSA Study Hours," on
Dec. 3, from 6-8 p .m ., in SMSU ·
2 10, for all students who are interested.
1"
With final exam season approaching, one thing is for certain.
Students who want to ace their
exams need to study.
Remember to cat a hearty
breakfast in the morning before you
take your exam. Eating ln the morning gives your body the nutrients
and energy it needs, therefore you
can focus and concentrate when
taking your exam.
Scantrons are available in the
Student Union Resource Centers
from 9am-5prn Monday thru Fri- A student planner marked for finals (Maricela Miguel/Chronicle). '
day.

Breshone Christmas
Staff Writer

of lecturing on the subject/ .
"Everyone hold up your left.
hand, now count off QD four fin:
gers: semen, breast Jf1ilk, blood,
and vaginal fluids.
Now hold up yow: right hand,
count off on four fingers: mouth,
genitals, anus and breaks and tears
in the skin. Now don't put them together," Clark said.
' HIVIAIDS attacks the white
blood cells. White blood cells are
rich in semen, breast m ilk, blood
and vaginal fluids.
Interaction with these things
in the wrong way can cause for
HIVI AIDS infection 1ike in your
mouth, genitals, anus and/or
breaks and tears of the skin.
" If it is wet and warm and it is
not yours, don't touch it," Clark
said.
Students became really in-

A

Student Health Center informs students about AIDS (Breshone
Christmas/Chronicle).

IDS Awareness week
continues with selective speakers and
free HIV testing for all students
and staff at the AIDS informative
event in Santos Manuel Student
Union event center.
One of the guest speakers was
Dr. Kim Clark from the department of Health Science.
Clark had exercises pertaining
to the event that got all of the students involved.
There were blue and yellow
cards placed on each table with
different parts of the body labeled
on them and different orifices of
the body susceptible to HIVI AIDS
infection. •
Students became really in-

£1:i=•·• rsJ:;~g~- /
-~-.,..::·
. _ -- ::-.==. . . . . . . ~·
~v -~"· A
.rs. rl·
1

on the subject. Representatives
Sofiya Stewart and Aleah Bottoms
of the Pride Center carne also to
inform and be informed as students.
"I feel like people take this
type of thing lightly, having
HNIAIDS can change your life.
People are dying because of this; I
have family members who are infected with HIV/AIDS," Stewart
said.
"I would want my friends to
know j ust as much about
HIVI AIDS as I do. I wouldn't
want to have a leg up on the situation."
"I feel like I am obligated to
inform my friends of the information I have on HIVIAIDS," Bot~
toms said.
"I want them to know just as
much as I do."

tar Human resources, a non-profit'
organization committed to enhancing the Latino community and
other under-served communities :·
were also present.
Along with safe sex pamphlets, there were also procedures
offered on safe oral sex with pro- ·
vided knowledge on the possibility
of being infected orally also.
Foothill Aids Project is an- · ·.
other non-profit organization who ·
assists in developing a treatment ·
plan for HIVIAIDS patients.
They also provide housing •.:
services to aid registered clients-itt
finding a residence. They also - , :
have weekly HIVIAIDS testing :
sponsored by the San Bernardino
County D epartment of Public
Health.
Free HIVI AIDS testing was
provided for all students.

Leadership training (of future leaders
Katrina Amador
Staff Writer
eserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) is
designed to teach
leadership to their Army cadets and
become future leaders.
Every Tuesday from 2-4 p.m.
Army ROTC cadets attend a Leadership Lab that's designed to give
them a foundation for leadership.
"These labs are designed to see
how well a leader can react and take
direction in certain situations," Lt.
Hen-ry Schleuning, Army ROTC
prokssor at CSUSB, said.
· There are four ranks in ROTC:
MS 1 (Military Sites! are freshmen,
MS2 are sophomores, MS3 are juniors and MS4 are seniors, according
to Schleuning.
MS3s are assigned to lead the
groups on these leadership labs and

are rotated every week. MS3s are
then evaluated by . MS4s on their
leadership skills.
Schleuning stated that an MS3
leader is tested on how well he/she
responds under pressure and stress.
An overview is then conducted on
what can be done better for next
time.
MS4s help MS3s during the
leadership process in the fall and
then in the spring the MS3 is on his
or her own. They are then evaluated by the MS4 who is then evaluated by Schleuning.
." The mountains serve as perfect ground for cadets, for they perform many of their missioas there,"
Schleuning said.
"The middle field behind the library serves as training ground and
the mountains are .where the missions are performed."
One of the most important mis-

sions a cadet performs is land navigation, which is a mission that
helps cadets learn sense of direction
in times of difficulty, according to
Schleuning.
"This tpission teaches them to
know where they are and how to
get there," Schleung said.
"They are given a compass and
map, and they then have to plot
points and figure out ·how to find
them."
Cadets train in the fall for this
mission and do it in the spring.
Schleuning stated .that land
navigation mission has to be passed
in order for an MS4 to be able to attend camp in Fort Lewis, Wash.
The level of complexity
changes in each mission to get
cadets comfortable in making decisions and become good leaders, according to Schleuning.
"ROJC helps build character,"

Jake Lowe, senior Army cadet said.
"People gravitate toward that by the
way we act."
Schleuning also adds that a
cadet has to be in good physical
shape to be enrolled in ROTC and
meet acadentic requirements as
well as to be enrolled as a full-time
student. If a cadet is struggling with
academics, help is always offered.
"We help students towards
graduation," Schleuning said.
"Most of our students graduate
within four years. If a student is
struggling with a class, we get tutors to help them out and raise their
GPA. 1'
Sixty percent of cadets training
on Tuesdays are CSU SB students
and 85 percent of those stay in the
program until the end, according to
Schleuning. Army ROTC is one of
the largest providers of scholarships
in the country.

Lt. Henry Schleuning is CSUSB's ROTC Professor (Katrina
Amador/Chronicle).

2008 Commencement Day Schedul
Saturday pee. 13. 2008
California State University, San Bernardino- Coussoulis Arena

Check out "Sports Madness" every
Wednesday and Friday and win big

9 a.m.

from 2pm-4pm!

College of Arts and Letters
College of Education
College of Natural Sciences

listen to Coyote Radio on iTun~s
under "College Radio"
Or click on "listen Now.. at

2 p.m.

http:/I coyoteradio.csusb.edu
i

Coyote Radio can also be heard
Tuesday thru Friday from 9am-Noon on
San Bernardino TV channel 3

College of Business and Public Administration
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
.

.

The commencement ceremonies will be broadcast live on the web at http://acm.csusb.edu/services/videoproduction/livevldeo.html
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Eel and crab for
JhaDksgiving?
Thanksgiving treat," kinesiology giving a national holiday, beginning
professor Shannon Siegel said.
in 1863, when Abraham Lincoln isWhile there are many myths sued his presidential Thanksgiving
eafood such as cod, eel, surrounding Thanksgiving, many proclamations.
There were two proclamations,
clams and lobsters were historians have come to agree on a
most likely eaten dur- few facts about the holiday. The one to celebrate Thanksgiving in
ing the first Thanksgiving feast. first Thanksgiving was a harvest · August, and a second in November.
Other foods that may have been on celebration in 1621 that lasted for Before Lincoln, Americans outside
three days.
New England did not usually cele~he pilgrim's menu were wild
tur}<.ey, goose, duck, swan and even
The feast most likely occurred brate the holiday.
between Sept. 21 and Nov. 11 with
The Pilgrims weren't meneagles, according to history.com.
Turkey, stuffing, cranberry approximately 90 Wampanoag In- tioned as a part of the holiday's past
saJJce and pumpkin pie are preva- dians and 52 colonists in atten- until late in the 19th century.
lent in most Thanksgiving dinners. dance. The Wampanoag contributed
"I do therefore invite my felH.ow did these foods come to be as- deer to the feast, not cranberry low. citizens in every part of the
United States and also those who
sociated with this holiday and how sauce, .potatoes or pies.
So, how did we get the idea are at sea and those who are socan we enjoy them while being
that you have turkey and stuffing on jouming in foreign lands, to set
kind to our waistline?
"We all associate the holidays Thanksgiving?
apart and observe the last Thursday
It is because the Victorians, of November next, as a day of
with variO\lS comfort foods and traditions. As long as people are being who had migrated to the U.S., pre- thanksgiving and praise to our
sensible, there is no reason to avoid pared Thanksgiving that way. They beneficent father who dwelleth in
pumpkin pie or yams or any other are responsible for making Thanks- the heavens," Lincoln said.
Until then, Thanksgiving was
simply a day of thanks, not a day to
remember the pilgrims, according
to urbanlegends.com.
The first Thanksgiving feast
may not have been the typical
turkey dinner we enjoy today.
· Historians have reason to believe that the Pilgrims were feasting.
on other foods such as seafood and
deer.
The following foods that are
considered staples of the modem
Thanksgiving meal definitely did
not appear on the Pilgrim's first
feast table: ham, sweet potatoes,
com on the cob, cranberry sauce, or
Pilgrims ate seafood for thanksgiving (Courtesy of
pumpkin pie.
techbanyan.com).

Katelyn Duffy
Staff Writer

S

CSUSB students look forward to more traditi~nal foods for Thanksgiving (Courtesy of disonap.com).
In the year 2007, an estimated
272 million turkeys were raised to
prepare for Thanksgiving jn the
United States. The forecast for U.S.
cranberry production jon 2007 was
estimated to be arourfd 690 million
pounds. Many Americans consider
green-bean casserole a traditional
Thanksgiving dish.
About 841 ,280 tons of snap
(green) beans were produced in the
year 2006, according to the United
States Census Bureau.
The total wei~ht of sweet potatoes produced- another popular
Thanksgiving side dish- averaged
around 1.6 billion pounds.

The average Thanksgiving dinner 'has over 2,000 calories. It can
be a real challenge if you are watching your waistline.
Siegel advises students to eat a
little something before the big meal
so you don't stuff yourself later.
"Eating smaller portions of all
your favorite thanksgiving foods
will ease your cravings for them
and still not put your calorie load in
the stratosphere," Siegel said.
Daniel Henning, a CSUSB
Communications major, celebrates
Thanksgiving the traditional way.
He enjoy turkey, mashed potatoes,
stuffing, cranberries, steamed veg-

gies and pumpkin and cherry pies.
"When you stop for one day
and realize all the good things we .
have, which mostly are the only
things that really matter, th~ bad
things seem to go away," Henning
said.
flenning believes that having a
positive outlook won't stop the bad
things, but it will make it easier to
live through theq~.
"Thanksgiving brings that to
my family," Henning said. "And by
the way, you could have toast and
popcorn for Thanksgiving and still
enjoy the company and meaning
behind it."

..

Breathe at your own·risk

Even after the flames go out, the air quality can still be bad for your health (Courtesy of nytimes.com).
time outdoors after a massive b,aze.
"Air quality is unhealthy for
everyone. That means not just those
reathing may be h.az- who are sensitive to smoke and
ardous to your health, smog, but everyone," Atwood said.
especially in the wake "They need to not exercise vigorof another batch of home-destroy- ously outdoors. And if you're indoors, stay indoors."
ing wild fires.
Many focus on the external
Even days after the flames
nega.tive aspects of a fire's after- have been put out,, the air quality
math because they are simply more can still be bad.
Particulate matter and toxins
obvious to the eye.
But thinking about the internal have increased the number of patients at area hospitals, according to
ones can be just as important.
"What we're forecasting is that Glendate Memorial Hospital and
Glendale Adven- the air quality
will be unhealthy
tist Medical Cenu[The] air quality .i s ter.
for everyone,"
unhealthy for
said Sam AtOfficials from
\YQOd,
a
everyone"
the hospitals re~pqkesman
for ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,. ported a 20 perSouth Coast Air
cent jump in
patients who complained of respiQuality Management District.
Atwood is refemng to those ratory troubles in the past week.
The air quality is taking its toll
who live in the flame-attacked areas
of Sylmar, Corona, Brea, Anaheim on young children and older adults.
Children and older residents
Hills and Yorba Linda.
CSUSB students may not have may not be as strong as others
been directly effected by these fires. breathing in the cruel atmospheric
However, considering the proxim- conditions, according to Dr. David
ity of campus to the bum zones, Han, a physician at Glendale Adthey probably have friends and rel- ventist Hospital.
"Pediatrics breathe more heavatives who have been.
It is important to make people ily and seniors don't have as strong
aware of the dangers of spending a defense mechanism," Han said.

Brianna Goldberg
Staff Writer

.B

The best thing to do is to stay
indoors. This is also relevant for
children attending schools.
"We are also advising schools
that are in session in smoke-impacted areas to suspend outside
physical activities, including physic~l education and after-school
sports, until conditions improve,"
Public Health Director Jonathan E.
Fielding said.
Students on campus who have
visited the affected areas have also
noticed the poor air quality.
"I went to Anaheim Hills a few
days ago and I bad a hard time
breathing. It seemed like there was
still smoke in the air. I could not
imagine having to be outside all
day," junior Stacy Cole said.
Los Angeles County officials
have made a list with a few more
imperative suggestions to take note
offollowing a fire, according to the
Los Angeles Times.
They suggest avoiding unnecessary outdoor activity, not using
fireplaces, candles and vacuums,
and when indoors keep windows
and doors closed at all times.
And finally, do not smoke.
For more information about
the air quality in any cit)r and advice on poor air quality after a fire,
visit airquality.org.

Distance Education online classes are also available.
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Ken Dillard
Staff Writer .
t is always a pleasure to
watch an immensely talented actor disappear into
a vibrant and colorful character.
In doing that, Sean Penn catapults the already excellent "Milk"
into immediate Oscar contention.
Directed by Gus Van Sant by
way of a tremendously well researched screenplay by Dustin Emile Hirsch' as Cleve Jones in "Milk" (Courtesy of Focus Films)• •
Lance Black, "Milk" follows the
triumphant and tragic life of Harvey and colleague went into the mix.
them. A scene that finds a staggerSeveral anecdotal moments ing-drunk White in an abandon"ed
Milk, the first openly gay. man
elected to public office in America. paint an honest and _three-dimen- city hall with Milk is illuminating,
When he tired of his life as a sional portrait of the activist and his disturbing and intriguing. The awkcloseted insurance salesman in time; Milk's enjoyment of pies-in- · ward chemistry between the two
New York City, the real Harvey faces around birthdays, for in- characters is alarming.
Milk fled to San Francisco with his stance, or brief snippets of intimacy
.The only detraction from tlie
new lover Scott Smith.
from his relationship with Smith film may be that it focuses so much
on Milk's political life and that the
He opened a camera shop in (James Franco).
Smith was Milk's most signif- personal motivat~ons of the man are
the Castro district, then a neighborhood in transition from Irish- icant love and the manager of his somewhat obscured.
The relationship between Mllk
Catholic to the loud-and-proud first three unsuccessful campaigns.
capital of gay America.
A colorful cavalcade of sup- and Smith is fully fleshed out early
Milk's shop became the head- porting characters and a pitch-per- . on, but Van Sant seems to have clioquarters for gay activism in the city feet 1970s San Francisco serve as · sen to keep the intimacy at a miniand Milk became the so-called the perfect backdrop for Penn's mum, perhaps out of fear of turning
mayor of Castro.
transformation.
off conservative viewers (though
Penn utilizes every asset at his
Particularly illuminating are I'm hard-pressed to think of mai1y
disposal- body language, facial Emile Hirsch as street-tramp- conservatives who would be interexpression and voice- to create turned-activist Cleve Jones and .ested in the life of Harvey Milk) .•
one of the best performanc91 of his Josh Brolin as the tragically lost
A later relationship with Jack
career. Milk's legendary sense of Dan White, Milk's political rival Lira (Diego Luna), a flamb9yant
humor, generosity, anlt' passion are and eventual assassin.
young Mexican, is barely explained.
more than evident. '
Black, VanSant, and Brolin all despite serious questions about
Penn's entire physicality is treat White with significantly more Lira's place within the framework:
·
changed. Gone are the squared respect than might .be expected. ofMill<'s life.
shoulders and pent-up frustrations Brolin's portrayal is as multiNevertheless, "Milk" is well:
that have become the veteran faceted and honest as Penn's.
written 1 well directed and features:
actor's hallmark. A quiet softness
White is not a wholly unsym- the year's best ensemble acting.
Milk's war may not yet be
creeps in around Penn's torso and pathetic character. He was a man •
an Impish grin always seems to be lost in the wrong city at the wrong wqn, but this look back on a true;
tugging at the corners of his mouth. time.
civil rights crusader's many vict.o.Milk once speculated aloud to rious battles is sure to earn its share
Black's script is a triumph of ·
tenacity and time. Hours of per- his ·friends and supporters that accolades this year.
son'al interviews with Milk's friends White might actually be one of
They will be well deserved. · ,

I

"I Am••. Beyonce/1 Am...Sasha Fierce" is Beyonce's third studio album (Courtesy of Columbia Records).

In it for the money
Justin Delos Reyes
Staff Writer
Melanie Hunter
Arts & Entertainment Editor
eyonce 's third solo
album "I Am... Beyonce, I Am... Sasha
Fierce" should have been called "I
Am ... interested in making money;
not good music."
"I Am. ..Beyonce, I Am....Sasha
Fierce" is a double disc CD comprised to show the polar opposite
sides of the singer, in which the
" ... Beyonce" side contains ballads
and mid-tempo songs and the
" ... Sasha Fierce" side is upbeat,
light-hearted and well, fierce.
Beyonce is no stranger to hit
albums, multimillion dollar endorsements and extravagant world
tours. She exists as a singer who
will have staying power in a fickle
industry primarily because she's a
smart business woman.
The album is a dichotomy of
music making and money making.
The production on the album defi-

,

B

nitely outshines Beyonce's usually Beats, who produced ' Get Me Bodbright star.
ied'·.
The unoriginality continues on
It's a musical manifestation of
what artists go through when their the "Sasha Fierce" side of the dourespective record labels pressure ble disc: Most notably is 'Diva'
their artists into making hits that which is either a sample of Lil
Wayne's 'A Milli' or a case of lazy
will equivocate into sales.
"I think we'll sell 750,000 to 1 production. Both songs were promillion copies [in the] first week," duced
by
Shondrae
"Mr.
Mathew Knowles, Beyonce's father Bangladesh" Crawford.
Some of the best songs on the
.and manager told Billboard magazine. "I know that's ambitious with ent~re double disc set are present on
the declining market, but Beyonce the "Beyonce" side of the album.
is so focused on transitioning from
'Halo', written and produced
pop star to icon that we're paying by OneRepublic front-man Ryan
attention to every single detail."
Tedder, is the strongest song on the
Consequently two singles, 'Ifl album, and a blueprint for a
Were a Boy' and ' Single Ladies', crossover hit song.
were released in order to dominate
Beyonce also enlisted the help
the music charts. 'Ifl Were a Boy' · of other crossover hit makers such
sits high on the Billboard Hot 100 as producer Andrew Hey, whose
chart at No. 3, and is listed as a writing and production credits in"sales gainer". 'Single Ladies', clude Jardin Sparks' and Chris
however, is receiving more viral Brown's 'No Air ' .
"I want to be an icon," Beysuccess than airplay.
That's probably because it once told Billboard magazine.
sounds just like 'Get Me Bodied',
An icon is someone who conof her 2906 release, "B-Day". Sur- tinues reinvents themselves.
prisingly, the unoriginallty of 'SinAlbum after album, she's done
gle Ladies' comes from an entirely nothing musically to shift the tide
different producer - not Swizz of popular music.

80s and 'The

-.,iser~-

Ashley Hernandez as Mariane and Tony Jaksha as Harpagon in The Miser"{Courtesy of Gwyneth
Kozbial/Theatre Arts Department).
Sarah Mulvogue
Staff Writer

because he had no trust in banks.
To solve the mystery he rounds
up every suspect, including the auombining the 1980s dience, for interrogation.
"Me Decade" and
Smith, the director, decided to
l 7th century greed, take this 17th century p~ay and
brings a perfect match for the mod- move it ahead of it's time to the
em CSUSB production of "The 1980s.
Miser" directed by Terry Donovan
In the opening scene he used
Smith.
the song, "I Want Candy," by Bow
The first production of Wow Wow to emphasize that peoL'Avare, English translation, "The ple want what they want.
Miser," was produced 340 years
"During the 80s, everyone was
ago in 1668 by Moliere at the focused on themselves. It was all
Palais-Royal in Paris.
about excess," Smith .said.
The miserly (stingy with
Smith believes that the stumoney) widower Harpagon (Tony dents he is directing are some of the
Jaksha) rules his nest with an iron most talented he has worked with.
fist.
"There are more talented unHis children, Cleante (Chris dergraduates here and these kids are
Coon) and Elise (Caitlin Westlake), really committed and they all take
are afrai d to tell him of their ro- direction very well. They're just
mantic involvements, which value fearless," Smith said.
.
love over money.
Tony Jaksha, a senior majoring
When Harpagon reveals his in Theatre Arts, has been in numerown plan to re-marry Cleante's ous plays at CSUSB.
lover, Mariane (Ashley Hernan- His credits including, "The Coundez), hi s children, suitors and dis- try Wife," "Noises Offi," "Cat On
gruntled servants conspire to a Hot tin Roof' and "Polaroid stodisarrange the arrangements.
ries."
matters,
To
complicate
He says that he loves reHarpagon 's treasure chest is stolen. hearsals but that they are very
It had been buried in the backyard draining.

C

.··"'

"Each rehearsal layers on the
last, which introduces something
new," Jaksha said.
Ha:rpagon's character was the
only one in the play that kept the
17th century style.
The message was to show the
audience that he was still set in the
17th century mind frame.
He was set on not buying new
clothes because he was greedy.
The choice to nin "The Miset"
at CSUSB was a committee deciston. !
On average, it takes almost six
months to decide which play to perform.
"Anytime you do a play you
need to ask, why this play with this
audienoe?" Smith said.
. :
"This play is proper because
the greedy are always among us."
The lighting was appropriate
for this one-set stage.
Anytime there was a need to~
flash a bright light or make the
stage dark, it fit the mood the actor~
wanted1to convey.
Th~ costumes' 80s style were·
perfectj and the clothing almost
looked contemporary.
. ·, .
Overall, the play was well
acted and hilarious.
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Author/lecturer conveys l
insight on Zen Buddhisml
.

.

Ivannia Alay
Staff Writer
eher McArthur· introduced her interpretation of "The
Zen Buddhism and its Art" as part
of CSUSB International Education
week.
The event took place at the
Santos Manuel Student Union
Event Center on Wed., Nov. 19
from noon to 1 p.m.
McArthur is a freelance Asian
art curator, and author and educator
who has worked in various museurns in Southern California coordinating exhibitions, giving lectures,
and writing educational guides.
ln addition to her experience in
the arts, McArthur has studied
Japanese culture for 20 years.
McArthur clarifies that Buddhism has different branches and
can be interpreted in many ways by
various people.
McArthur's interpretation of
Zen Buddhism is that it is "a philosophy to develop themselves as
better people."
B-uddhism originated in India
and Zen Buddhism has b~n studied widely in the U.S. / /
The main elem~trt of Zen Buddhism is the discipline to behave
correctly, have compassion for others and collect wisdom.
McArthur explains Zen is very
simple considering that it uses no
texts or rituals.
, "Zen is considered to be very
profoun.d ," McArthur said.
McArthur displayed slides of
art that were inspired by Zen practitioners throughout her lecture.
A lot of the Zeh art expres es

M

The California-Supreme Court will hear cases concerning Proposition 8 (Chronicle graphic).

California Supreme Court
to hear Prop 8 arguments
of Health Information and Strategic
Planning of the California Department of Public Health, will be
asked as early as March 2009 to
Chris Alsina
show the court cause why petitionStaff Writer
ers' appeal to invalidate Proposition
upporters of same-sex 8 should be granted.
During proceedings, the court
marriage . might get
their day in court soon. has asked both petitioners and reWeeks after voters passed spondents alike to.write briefs that
Ptoposition 8 by a narrow margin address the following three issues: .
of 52 percent in the Nov. 4
First, is Proposition 8 invalid
statewide election, the California because it constitutes a revision of,
S1:1preme Court have agreed to hear rather than an amendment to, the
arguments from Proposition 8 op- California Constitution?·
p0nents.
Secondly, does Proposition 8
In an order issued Nov. 19, the violate the separation-of-powers
court agreed to hear the cases and doctrine under the California Conset an expedited briefing schedule. stitution?
.
· The fight against Proposition 8
Third, if Proposition 8 is not
was considered
unconstitutional,
by some "a long
what is its effect,
and hard road,"
The fight against if any, on the
but the fight is
Prot1osition 8
marriages
of
not yet over.
u
I
d
same-sex couples
was... a ong an
L a w s u 1. t s
performed before
made on Nov. 5
hard road"...
the adoption of

Nick De Leon
Multi-Cultural Editor

S

by the National • • • • • • • • • • • • ' Proposition 8?
Center for Les- ·
For those who
bian Rights, the American Civil support Proposition 8, this lawsuit
Liberties Union, and Lambda might not come as easy, though
~ega!, challenge the validity of they have made it clear that they
~roposition 8 on behalf of six couwould not take the court's decision
·p'les and Equality California, a non- to get involved lightly.
profit organization whose mission
In a statement from Equality
is to advocate for members of the California's Executive Director
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgen- Geoff Kors, supporters ofProposider (LGBT) community in Califor- tion 8 are threatening a possible renia.
call of California Supreme Court
The city of San Francisco, justices if they repeal the measure.
joined by the city of Los Angeles, It has yet to be seen however if
the county of Los Angeles, and such threats are realistic in terms of
Santa Clara County, all participated capability.
in the lawsuit as petitioners looking
"It is unconscionable that the
to repeal Proposition 8.
supporters of Proposition 8 would
According to legal documents threaten to recall California's
filed to the California Supreme Supreme Court justices who are
Court, respondents which include simply doing their job in making
the State ofCalifomia, the Attorney sure all Californians are treated
General, the State Registrar ofVital fairly and equally under the laws of
Statistics, and the Deputy Director our state," Kors said.

Kors said, "Once again, the
proponents ·of Prop 8 are resorting
to scare tactics in their attempts to
eliminate the rights of same-sex
couples in California. We are confident the justices will not be swayed
by such blatant intimidation."
There are som~ at CSUSB who
feel as though Californian voters
have spoken in regards to Proposition 8, and the courts should stay
out of the affair.
·
"If Proposition 8 is reversed I
begin to feel that my life and rights
as a citizen would be affected and
is being undermined by the government," CSUSB student Alexandria
Brightful said.
"When things in this manner
occur, people who might have
voted for the Proposition might decide that their vote really does not
matter in the long run and this
could lead to them to decide not to
vote next time a decision needs to
be made," Brightful said.
There are two sides to the argument however, and there are others at CSUSB who feel differently.
"I think that California voters
made a mistake by passing Prop. 8,
and now the,c~urts are giving them
a chance.-to rectify that mistake,"
said a_...student assistant from the
Santos Manuel Student Union Pride
Center who asked to remain anonymous. "I hope that the courts rule
that Prop 8 is invalid and gives
LGBT individuals back rights."
According to opponents of
Proposition 8, the measure essentially "eliminates the right to marry
for same-sex couples," which before its passage was an existing
right only for a targeted minority.
If upheld, Proposition 8 would
be the first time an initiativ'e has
successfully been used to cha!lge
the California Constitution taking
away an existing right for a particular group.

Romanian film· of love and death
screened in CSUSB student union

This Zen painting is just one example of the type of art that Meher
McArthur presented during her lecture (lvannia Alay/Chronicle).
humor and is created with simplic~ty.

Zen art typically uses ink
painting and consists ofblack ink,
brush, water and paper.
Many practitioners of Zen
paintings have created exquisite art
using only a few brush strokes.
The purpose of Zen art is to create
something simple and meditation is
the main tool that creates the painting.
Zen art is expressed through
paintings· of teachers, monks, landscapes, animals and calligraphy.
"I love Zen painting because
they are often comical1 but contain
profound messages," McArthur
said.
McArthur also shared the
many stories and Jegends involving
Zen teachers.
One legend she mentioned was
about a teacher who meditated for
nine years and his arms and legs
fell off.
Zen practitioners rely on tea,

which has become part of the Zen
culture.
Meditation is meant to block
all thoughts to get away from clutter, regrets and hopes for the futur~
In some teachings, students ar~
given objects to focus on such as
puzzles and riddles to solve during
meditation.
In Zen of Buddhism, drawings
of monks or Buddha are not meant
for worship. Monks actually make
fun of the perceptions people have
of Zen through their drawing or
paintings.
Zen influences a lot of aspects , .
of our culture, such as gardens with 1
dry landscapes and tea ceremonies.
McArthur does not practice '
Zen herself, but she thinks hard :
about some of its teachings and
concepts.
, "I think it is important for us to :
.
take some time to be still and look
arou nd carefully at the world,"
McArthur said . "It is important to'
live mindfully and consciously."

.

Complete your teaching
be a paid intern teac;her

grams
accredited a
national

,.

Yaneth Hoil
Staff Writer

·A

new generation of
.
Romanian directors is
,
putting
Romania
back on the map for their awardw~ing films .
Mihaela Popescu, an assistant
professor in CSUSB's Communication Studies department, presented a Romanian film called "The
Death of Mr. Lazarescu."
The film was directed by
Chrisi Puiu and won the UnCertain
Regard Award at the 2005 Cannes
Film Festival.
The film is part of a wave of
new Romanian cinema that focuses
on the separation from historical
narratives and narratives about the
trauma of communism.
· The film is a real time drama
that follows the main character,
Dante Remus Lazarescu throughout

the night as he journeys from one
hospital to another.
La"zarescu becomes seriously
ill as the night progresses and none
. of the hospitals he visits can admit
him as a patient due to various circumstances.
"The film was a critique of any
bureaucratic system that processes
people," Popescu said. "By the
same token, it could have been a
critique of the prison system or any
other institution that transforms living beings and their stories into
simple, meaningless bodies or statistical numbers."
"The Death of Mr. Lazarescu"
is the second of what will be a sixpart cycle oflove stories, since one
of the main themes of the film is
"love for humanity."
Puiu's future fi lms are expected to focus on love between
men and women, love for one's
children, love bf success, love be-

tween friends and carnal love.
Romanian films are making
their way to new markets by exploring human nature and humanity.
"As a Romanian, 1 can't help .
but rejoice when a Romanian
movie makes it into the American
market, particularly when the
movie has received sufficient international acclaim to make internationa! critics aware that something
like Romanian cinema as a distinct,
artistically meaningful entity actually exists," said Popescu. "It's important for good Romanian movies
to be made."
"I thought it significant that the
movie is able to transcend Romanian realities and tell a perennial
story of the struggle with impersonal systems, a story that, with
minor modifications, could have
happened in another country as
well," said Popescu.
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Sales tax hike is:~
not the answer
DeVoyaji Burton
Staff Writer

·p

resident-elect Barack
Obama suggested a tax
cut for 95 percent of
Americans who make less than
$200,000 annually.
Gov. Arnold Schwarzeneggcr
has stated California does not have
enough revenue to meet its needs.
While president-elect Obama
is trying to keep money in your left
hand, Schwarzenegger is taking
money from your right.
Thougfi Obama's tax cut involves the income tax and
Schwarzenegger 's proposal for a
tax hike involves sales tax they may
balance each other out.
The $4.4 billion tax hike that
Schwarzenegger
proposes, by
using what he calls a 'temporary 1
I .5 percent increase in sales tax,
may not have the desired affect he
is looking for.
FairTaxation.org lists Odifornia as having one of t9e· highest
sales tax rates in the cq-d'ntry at 7.95
percent.
Now with Schwarzenegger
wanting to increase this tax it begs
the question, why?
Obviously, it has to do with our
, current economic situation, but why
are 'f'e in such a conundrum?
The Los Angeles Times stated
on Sep. 20, 2008 that California's
unemployment rate had increased
C alifornia is facing huge deficits, but a sales tax hike will not help(Courtesy ofwww.caglecartoons.com). to 7.7 percent.
The Chicago Tribune stated

that there has been an $11.2 billion
One of the cuts is a $132 mildeficit in the state economy.
lion in cuts for funding of schools
Riverside and San Bernardino in the CSU system.
•
counties have a 1.6 percent deThough he means well, thecrease in job growth according to rise in sales taxes may not attain the
the Los Angeles County Economic desired revenues.
Development Corp (LACEDC).
The reason is people could easCalifornia's economy relies ily buy things from other states at a
heavily on the capital gains taxes. markedly lower price through onWith the housing market plummet- line shopping.
ing and the stock market as unstaAdd what California is going"
ble as it has been the last few through with the current conditioh
months it's no wonder our deficit of our country's economy and it is ·
has gone up to an astronomical a wonder that people haven't left
$11 .2 billion.
California in droves.
~:
It would be similar to taking all
In fact, economists call thi-s'
of the air out of a balloon and ask- type of tax a regressive tax.
ing why it's flat.
A regressive tax is a tax that i.s
The Public Policy Institute of disproportionate to income. Eve~')"
California
one's dollar buys lesS': however,
The poor g~t·
The poor get
does have a
poorer, the rich get
positive outpoorer.
poorer, the rich
look for the
get poorer.
states potenlnvestopedia.com said.
tial growth.
it would be similar to a
They estimate a 35 percent in- man who makes $10 of income and
one who makes $20 in income buycrease of workers in California
"ln the six weeks since I signed ing cigarettes with a $1 tax.
our last budget the mortgage crisis
While . one man would be
has deepened, unemployment has spending 10 percent of his income,.
increased and the stock market has the other would only be spendin~·
lost almost 20 percent of its value. five.
We have drastic problems that reThis could be easily compared·
quire drastic and immediate action. to The Stamp Act of Briti'sh parliaWe must stop the bleeding right 'ment on the American people in,
now," Schwarzenegger said.
176~ .
Though Britain desired to raise
Schwarzenegger plans on
using not only sales tax hikes, but revenues through the tax, it ultialso making several major cuts in mately led to the American Revolufunding.
tionary War.
.~

Power-·p oint has liecome··.
a crutch for professors

.

.

COMMUTING MADE EASY.

Students feel cheated when professors over use power-point (Elena Martinez/Chronicle).

Elena Martinez
Staff Writer
he other day I was
snoozing in class, urn I
mean sitting, when I
realized that I was actually paying
for the professor in front of me to
waste both of our time as she read
· PowerPoint slides to us off of the
big screen.
I began to wonder, do our
classes going high-tech really positively influence our learning at all?
I mean, think of all of the technologies that our classes utilize.
To start off, there's rriy biggest
pet peeve: PowerPoint, aka PowerPoint-less. lfwe truly couldn't read
those slides and needed the wordfor-word accounting that most professors give us, would we really be
in college anyway?
. (Which reminds me, why is it
that the first day of every class,
every single quarter, is spent with a
bunch of adults sitting in a room listening to another adult read them a
syllabus that is completely self-explanatory?)
I'm pretty sure that PowerPoint
was created to highlight or illustrate
speeches and presentations, and
communicate main points. However I think that, for many professors, it has become a crutch.
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They throw a bunch of inforBroken intercoms, cell phone
mation on the screen and then interference to the video signals,.
spend an hour reading it to us. complete boredom and an overall ,
Why?! I could have stayed at home lost feeling for those who aren't in
and read the slides online.
the professor's presence, all pia~
When I think back to some of these types of courses.
my favorite professors here at
It's kind of annoying to feel·
CSUSB, the ones that pop in my like your class is nothing but an:
mind are those that chatted with the endless Verizon commercial. "Can
class, led meaningful discussions, you hear me now?"
challenged us to get in front of the
I've only had one class thaf
classroom and defend our view- used the infamous clickers. For that
points, assigned us fun and interest- class, it turned out to be pretty di~- .
ing projects and related their astrous.
real-world experience. Strangely; I _
The professor had never used it
never think, "Wow that guy sure before and we only actually used
knew how to design a PowerPoint them the right way the last two
Presentation!
classes of the quarter. Two classAnother wonder of technology sessions were used for training on.
that I've had to endure multiple how to use the clickers.
When we did use them, it was
times at this school is the "televised" distance learning course. .
to answer yes or no polling-type
The classes share one prof~s- qu~stions that showed up in th_e .
sor with two classrooms of stu- PowerPoint (of course) in a ba.J
dents, one in Palm Desert and the graph format.
· other in San Bernardino.
When it comes to the class;Whichever classroom isn 't room, I'm beginning to think that.
graced with the presence of the maybe old-fashioned teaching is
physical professor gets to watch her best.
on a big screen TV and talk to her
And I'm not alone. The EDU-, ·
over a little intercom.
CAUSE Center for Applied ReThe idea is kind of cool and the search conducted a national survey
first day you get pretty excited be- of college freshmen and seniors that
cause you feel like you've suddenly found that only 12.7 percent of stuentered a Star Trek episode, but the dents said technology in the clas~novelty soon wears off.
room improved their learning.
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~Yotes

win
CCAA title
Chris Baker
Staff Writer

difficult times, the talent of the program was the difference.
"We train hard and our kids are
hey did it again. For committed," Che.rniss said. "But we
the sixth time in eight have better personnel."
·
years the women's volThe rest of the CCAA agrees.
leyball team bas claimed the CCAA The CSUSB volleyball team
title.
boasted a league-high four first"We're very proud," head team All-CGAA players. The Allcoach Kim Cherniss said. "We've Conference list included two-time
developed a program that is well re- CCAA MVP Jessica Granados,
spected and feared."
Haas, Sara Hoffman and Sara Rice.
The 'Yates (25-3 overall, 17-3
All-American
Granados
in conference) used a powerful ranked first in the CCAA in kills
brand of volleyball to clinch the and second in hitting percentage.
league title. They led the league in
The. six-foot southpaw also
kills, hitting percentage and assists. ranks ninth nationally in kills per
Heading into conference play, set.
the Coyotes were undefeated and
Rice led the conference in hitranked number one in the country. ting percentage and provided staThe rest of the season provided a bility in the front line all year long.
test for the otherwise unchallenged
Hoffman finished first in the
Coyotes.
CCAA in assists.
They were defeated by UC San
Her coaches said it is her
DiegQ, Cal Poly Pomona and Cal knowledge and understanding of
State LA this season.
the game that makes her a special
Each loss, however, was fol- player.
lowed not only by a victory, but a
And although Haas ranked
statement to the rest of the league. third in the league in digs per game,
They won all three matches while · her influence cannot be quantified.
losing only one set.
\ "[Haas] is the best libero (de"It was sheer determination," fensive specialist) in the country,"
senior Iibera Meghan Haas said. Cherniss said. " She has a high vol"We had to bounce back from some leyball IQ."
tough losses."
Junior hitter Ashtin Hall also
While the team 's desire and garnished all-conference honors
passion helped them get through and was named to the second team.

T

CSUSB students cheer for the volleyball team during the opening round of tbe NCAA Division II West Regional Tournament on Nov. 17
(Cbris Baker/Chronicle).

Fans can turn tide
I

purchase ridiculous oversized foam and draw a penalty.
In basketball, fans clap plastic
fingers.
As you root for your team, you blowup sticks behind the backboard
ascots do funny want to feel like you had an impact to distract players at the free-throw
dances and c~er on the game. You want the privilege line.
leaders amp players ofsaying, ' I helped. I was there.'
To answer the question of efup by yelling chants. But the fans ·
If you've ever found yourself fectiveness, one could look to Paul
are the ones who play a pivotal role at a CSUSB
Allen, owner of
in the stands.
sports event and
the NFL's Seattle
It's the passion of the fans and questioned It's the passion of the Seahawks.
spectators that keeps teams going. whether or not
A li e n
fans ... that keeps
As they get more and more rowdy, you make a diflobbied for a
the players and coaches become ference,
don ' t
teams going. ~ • field that was demore driven.
worry. You did.
signed and struc/
"The size of the crowd and the
"The crowd "!!!!!!!II!I!II-11!!11!!!!!1!!!!1\!!!!J•III!I!!IliBIIJ!!I!IIIIII_, tured to direct as
emotion they bring definitely gives is important and
much
crowd
the team a boost. The louder they it's huge to complete [with] home noise to the field. And he invested
are, the more of a lift the team gets. court advantage. It's a huge advan- $160 million from his own pocket
There's nothing worse than an tage. The people in the seats and the to have it built.
empty house because you miss that atmosphere they provide helps our
Qwest Field, the stadium
extra lift," CSUSB Associate Ath- players perform better.'' Men's bas- where the Seattle Seahawks play,
letic Director Mike Murphy said. ketball head coach Jeff Oliver said. has metal bleachers that reflect and
"The crowd is very important bePlayers and coaches feed off of project sound.
The University of Washington
cause it inspires the athletes to com- crowd noise.
In professional football games, seismology lab did a test on the
pete to the best of their ability."
The will to win is the reason a loud crowd can make the oppos- crowd noise in Qwest Field during
why you arrive early to a game and ing football team jump off-sides a playoff game in 2006. The noise

Gabriel Alvizo
Staff Writer

M

measured 3.0 on the Richter scale,
small
making it equivalent to
earthquake.
It has worked to perfection and
i evident by the NFL leading 77
false start penalties since 2005 .
Crowd noise and the effect it
has on the sporting event is one of
the main reasons why home
court/field advantage is desired at
any level of competition.
The familiarity the home team
has with their court also has a lot to
do with it, but the crowd's effect
shouldn't be denied.
It's unlikely that a stadium like
Qwest Field will be built at
CSUSB, but an increase in fan attendance will negate the need for
one.
The school's basketball and
volleyball teams have brought in
the greatest number of viewers in
recent years. Perhaps greater attendance is the missing factor that
other CSUSB teams need to build
winning traditions.
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mind ofgenius
Danniella Erickson
Staff Writer
SUSB Women's soccer player Ashley
Haagsma not only has
the skills to kick your butt on the
field, but also the skills to nurse you
back to health afterward.
ESPN Magazine voted the
sophomore midfielder to the 2008
college division All-District 8 Academic Second Team.
Haagsma was one of only 65
stvdents to get accepted into the
nursing program this quarter. Her
academics helped her find a way
around the standard admission
essay and interview, with a 3.9 1
grade point average.
"I was able to apply for early
admission because of my high
school grades and SAT scores. I just
had to take the pre-reqs for the
nursing classes and I was in,"
Haagsma said.
She was inspired to become a

C

nurse after seeing her grandfather
on life support in the hospital.
"I saw how he was and I
wanted to be able to help people. I
wanted to be able to help him,"
Haagsma said. ·
She thinks getting on the
ESPN second team is a great honor.
"It's great to be honored in athletics, but it's even a higher honor
to be recognized academically
through athletics," Haagsma said.
"l'm not the greatest soccer player
in the world, but knowing people
recognize that I do wqrk hard and
my academics show that, makes me
feel good."
Her coach, Diego Bocanegra,
told Haagsma she will get the
chance to earn scholarships and if
she continues to perform· well academically.
"If you can get through school
with the help of athletics and cholarships, do it. But when it comes to
deciding, academics is fir t,"
Haagsma said.

Ashley Haagsma was named to ESPN Magazine's 2008 All-District 8
Academic Second Team (Danniella Erickson/Chronicle).
"So, there's benefits of keeping
your grades up, staying in shape
and (healthy] for soccer," Haagsma
said.
Haagsma said her family is the
key to her success because they
stress academics.
Her father, a former soccer
player, influenced her to play so~
cer when she was five years old.
"He's constantly still that
coach on the sideline. If my coach
can' t tell me something, I'll go to
him. He'll tell me to work on that

or, this is what you 're doing
wrong," Haagsma said.
Haagsma currently works in a
nursing care unit at the Lorna Linda
Veterans Affairs Medical Center.
"They are in there for heart attacks, strokes or old age. They need
someone to take care of them, talk
to them and make them feel better,"
Haagsma said.
As an EPSN the Magazine
honoree and a dedicated nursing
student, the sky's the limit for how
far Haag rna can go.

Less funds, less
student athletes
lose any current athletes," Hatcher
said. "However, if the tuition and
f~es are raised and if coupled with
he United States' enrollment decreasing, then we
dwindling economy is could possibly lose some athletes."
affecting just about
State legislators are dealing
everything, including CSUSB and with a budget problem that could
grow to $24 billion by the middle
its athletics program.
CSU officials announced a of 2010. To help cover the gap,
proposal on Nov. 17 to turn away Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger has
qualified students prior to the start recommended a $66 million midof the 2009-2010 school year. It year cut for the Cal State system.
Although CSUSB is one of the
plans to do this by pushing up enrollment dates and by making en- easier Cal States to get into, the
rollment requirements harder for days when all one needed was a 2.7
grade point average and satisfactory
first-time freshmen.
Included in the students who test scores are over.
will be turned away are potential
The athletics department hopes
student athletes.
that the impact isn't as bad as it may
"A good chunk of our money seem but they are preparing for the
will be lost if enworse.
"First and forerollment for new
~~~good chunk of our
most, we have to
1s
freshmen
money will be lost if make sure that
slashed," Athletic
Director
enrollment for new we are communicable with our
Kevin Hatcher
and
said. "The less fr~shmen is slashed." players
money
the ...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, c o a c h e s , "

Jon Ross Alexander
Staff Writer

T

school receives, the less scholarships we will have to distribute."
Since the enrollment crisis will
negatively effec~ the school's economy, less money will be available
for other campus services as well .
This includes Club Allocation
Budget funding for student organizations, dining services and the
heath center needs. But the athletics program is the school's largest
asset and will take one of the
biggest hits.
Besides donations and sponsors, the athletics program gets a
bulk of its money from the school
itself, namely from tuition money
that is collected. When or if this
plan is put into action, it will possibly hold some athletes back from
attending CSUSB.
"As it stands now, we won't

Hatcher said. "They must be informed of anything that goes on
with this situation, among other
things as well."
The effects on the possible enrollment cap will most likely not be
felt right away. For the department,
that's a very good thing.
"Right now we are in a good
position with our current situation,"
Hatcher said. "As of right now we
are not too concerned although the
enro llment cap can happen very
soon."
While CSUSB may turn peepie away, they will remain one of
the cheaper school in the 23-school
system.
If enough students are accepted
and allowed to attend CSUSB, the
money situation might not be so
much of a problem.

